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Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 13/12/2006 :  13:03:43      

Ewwww the guy she picked was pretty gross lol!

She knew the first one! She should have picked him lol!!!

But my point is...does anyone know if they actually went on the skiing trip?
Did Dusty like the guy at the end of it?

Thanks!

Love,

Mads xxx

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 13/12/2006 :  13:05:48    

Omg i was so thinking this too!! It seemed SO corny to me.... i don't rekon
they went!

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 13/12/2006 :  13:06:36      

Dusty said she couldnt ski...I wonder if she learned!!

Love,

Mads xxx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 13/12/2006 :  15:20:41    

Excellent question to research for your Dusty School work, ladies.

If I were a betting woman, I'd say no way she went on the date.
I'd be really interested to know who set up her appearance. I gues it was a
promotional
thing for her new song? 

I used to watch this show all the time, back in the day.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 14/12/2006 :  00:56:21    
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Australia
5805 Posts

Yeah i rekon it was just all for show.. she's too busy to just randomly go on
a skiing holiday.

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 14/12/2006 :  12:13:41    

But the Greek guy must have been terribly disappointed! I know I'd be.

Cor xx

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 14/12/2006 :  12:18:08      

I think if I was him I'd just take her out for dinner or something, like as if
she'd go to Austria with some fuhhreak!

Love,

Mads xxx

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 14/12/2006 :  12:21:50    

Bet they would have been terribly OTT in a campy way on the slopes. 

Cor xx

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 14/12/2006 :  13:20:35    

quote:

Originally posted by Corinna

But the Greek guy must have been terribly disappointed! I know I'd be.

Cor xx

I rekon it was just all for show!! And the guys knew they wouldn't get a real
date with Dusty...

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  08:01:24  

They definitely didn't go, problem is I can't find the article where Dusty was
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

talking about it.....but I will

Carole x

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  12:32:54      

Oh yay knowledgebanks got an article!! 

Love,

Mads xxx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  15:06:59    

Excellent! CG to the rescue!

Now, I wonder what our new Greek member would think of Dusty's Greek
"date"?

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  15:09:10      

I knew Dust was on the dating game - but I never saw it - Is there any
way I can?

Matt.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  15:15:07    

Watch your mail box, my child.

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  15:20:21      

Okay will do. Thanks Nancy.

Matt.

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  18:07:56  

Ok, got it!

The article, entitled Close Call at Claridges, was in a sixties music paper,
probably DISC, and written by David Griffiths.

Once comfortable settled in Mr Love (a restaurant), Dusty spoke. "A few
days ago I was on a TV quiz show in Hollywood in which my prize was to go
off on a date to winter sports in Kitzbuhel. Another girl on the show won a
trip to Peru, which I'd have loved, but a European resort was no great thrill
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g
5404 Posts for me. Then my date turned out to be a young Greek-American who looked

like Ken Dodd. He was a nice guy but we didn't seem to have much in
common, even though he wanted to get into show business and asked my
manager to manage him! In the end, I managed to get out of going and
came back to London instead".

Chicken

Carole x

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  18:13:23      

That's quite funny. LOL. 

Matt.

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  19:48:12  

Hmmm..I guess she didn't go because he looked like Ken Dodd 

(whoever that is??)
thanks for the article Carole

paula x

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  20:49:28  

She was exaggerating just a weeny bit

Carole x

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  21:26:52  

If i was the guy i'd have been so disappointed 

That said I'd probably have asked Dusty if she fancied a coffee and a chat

in Peru  

I can make coffee last a long time

aaahhhhh!

R  B

PS That's me on the left, Mary on the right

Corinna
Forum Admin

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  21:51:21    

Where's your pink headband, Rob? 

You got the coolest smilies...

Cor xx
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Sweden
6080 Posts

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  21:54:27  

quote:

Originally posted by Corinna

Where's your pink headband, Rob? 

Cor xx

It fell of the day before, when i was jogging  

R B

Rob
Administrator

United Kingdom
4205 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  21:55:19  

Looks more like sprinting than jogging though!

R B

Mads
Where am I going?

Australia
3323 Posts

Posted - 15/12/2006 :  23:21:22      

Bahaha he did kinda look like Ken Dodd!!!!

Aww poor thing, if I had a chance to go on a date with Dusty and someone
had picked somewhere in Europe over Peru, I'd like die I swear!

LOCATION! LOCATION! LOCATION!

Love,

Mads xxx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 16/12/2006 :  00:24:58    

LOL. I can't believe Dusty said he looked like that goofy guy! 

Well this whole episode just shows how stars sometimes have to suffer for
publicity! 

She DOES look great singing and dancing a bit to open the show!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 18/12/2006 :  03:57:27    

Congratulations, Carole, your detective work on this question was just
quoted in one of my graduate school papers.
You are an example of a fan who has a lot of what Pierre Boudreiu calls
"cultural capital" that is useful to other fans, 
and in turn we use it to create our own meaning of Dusty....yada yada....

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away
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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 18/12/2006 :  09:01:29  

Why thank you Ms Nancy, being an 'anorak' has it's uses

Carole x

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 18/12/2006 :  09:12:15    

Carole = The richest girl alive... what concerns cultural capital anyway... 

Cor xx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 18/12/2006 :  15:20:08    

Carole, I even included in your quote:

Chicken 

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 19/12/2006 :  12:21:49      

I saw it now! It's so funny. LOL. That guy is ugly! He has a big forehead.

Matt.

Nancy rules.

giota
Little by little

Greece
159 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2006 :  18:12:28  

I really haven't heard it before, but the fact that he looked like Ken Dodd,
would make anyone ruuuuuuun!!!!You are great detectives...like
Holms!!!haha!!!!Dusty was so dynamic that men couldn't stand close....she
burned them!!!!!Mask for sensitivity don't you think?

kisses, Giota

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 31/12/2006 :  14:22:54    

I haven't seen this - didn't even know about Dusty on the Dating Game, but
I'd be interested if anyone has any screenshots to see if this poor soul
actually did resemble the Doddmeister.

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 31/12/2006 :  15:04:43      

I'll send you a copy of it on DVD if you want! E-mail me your address and I'll
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United Kingdom
4270 Posts

see what I can do.

Matt.

Everyone on here rules.
ESPECIALLY TOM!!!

insomniacafe
I’ll try anything

Netherlands
1509 Posts

Posted - 04/01/2007 :  17:27:59    

Thanks Matt - very kind of you, will do!

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 04/01/2007 :  19:08:44      

I don't know if you E-mailed me but they tend not to work on this site. (For
me anyway, lol)

Matt.

Everyone on here rules.
ESPECIALLY TOM!!!

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2007 :  01:50:50    

quote:

Originally posted by insomniacafe

I haven't seen this - didn't even know about Dusty on the Dating Game, but
I'd be interested if anyone has any screenshots to see if this poor soul
actually did resemble the Doddmeister.

Put up a request on "I've Got a GOod Thing"--someone will surely send you
a copy---it's priceless!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away
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